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Dear Sir

In my WR dated 13/10/22 I reserved the right to supply updated information when
available.

Today Sunnica have provided Companies House with their 4 Uk registered companies
2023 audited accounts which include additional information which should be shared with
the Secretary of State.

I request you send across to the relative department and kindly advise me this has been
carried out.

Yours faithfully

Alan B Smith


                                                         DEPT FOR ENERGY SECURITY AND NET ZERO.



From Alan B Smith Worlington IP ref 20030110.

Date 12th February 2024

Ref Funding Statement EN 010106 Sunnica Ltd

For the Attention of John Wheadon Head of Energy Infrastructure Planning Delivery Dept for Energy Security and Net Zero.

Dear Sir

INTRODUCTION

1 In my Written Representation dated 13th October 2022 I reserved the right to update the Secretary of State on any matters arising.

2 As the date for the decision on Sunnica has been extended from the 28th September 2023 to March 7th 2024 it means that a further set of audited accounts has been submitted to Companies House for Sunnica Ltd Company number 08826077 and its 3 other UK registered companies namely;

3 Jigg Fm UK Ltd, Padero Solaer Ltd T/A PS Renewables and Solaer UK Ltd.

4 I refer to those accounts dated 30th April 2023 which were published at Companies House today and attach a PDF for each company.

5 APPENDIX (B) Provides my brief notes on each of the 4 UK companies in the Funding Statement Organogram. 

6 I am certain that the Planning Inspectorate Examiners in making their recommendation to the SoS on the 28th June 2023 would have made comment on the funding statements of Sunnica Ltd, its 3 other UK registered companies and 4 Spanish registered companies which are all part of the F/S organogram. All 3 Funding Statements were flawed documents as I had stated to the ExA in the 6 month examination period.

7 In addition I had made submissions to the PI which included a very critical report by my financial analyst, Michael Mills, dated 10th March 2023 under ref REP8-054.

8 The main problem with the Applicant and its Funding Statements has been lack of transparency. Sunnica elected to not produce any audited accounts or financial information for Sunnica Ltd and its connected UK companies namely, Jigg FM UK Ltd, Solaer UK Ltd and Padero Solaer Ltd trading as PS Renewables at the time the application was made in 2019.

9 It was myself and my Accountants Findlay Wetherfield and Scott that brought all this information to the notice of the Planning Inspectorate examiners in March 2022.

10 In addition there was a change of backer in November 2022 from Solaer Holding SL and its auditors Deloitte. 

11 Deloitte produced audited accounts for the year to 31st December 2020 (Some 70 pages), together with a Consolidated Directors report. In that report the directors of Solaer Holding S.L. and Subsidiaries quote the Sunnica development in the UK where construction in the UK will commence with 20MW in 2021, 50MW in 2022 and 100MW in 2023. With hindsight these dates were wildly optimistic.                                                                                                                                               

12. There are comments by Deloitte on page 49 as follows;

On 18th September 2018, Jigg Fm UK Ltd granted a credit account for a maximum sum of £2million to the related company Sunnica Ltd, of which £2.5 million has been drawn down at 31st December 2020. From that date, the principal and interest accrued (interest rate of 4% must be repaid in full to Jigg FM UK Ltd within 5 years. During this period of time, the Sunnica project will execute the development phase and be ready to start construction.

13 The above statement means by 18th September 2023 that credit has to be repaid. The date is outside the April 30th 2023 audited accounts published today.

14 With the SoS decision not yet known and the heavy deficit in the Sunnica balance sheet it is difficult to see how this debt can be repaid. Once again optimistic forecasts were made on the proposed start date.

15 In early 2023 Sunnica Ltd produced figures for the new backer LDP which Mr Mills comments on in his report ( REP8-054) to the planning Inspectorate. 

16 Sunnica produced financial statements prepared by Andersen and dated purely December 2022, for 4 Spanish companies. They were not audited accounts and were undated. The new financial backer was Los Dalton de Pozoseco S.L. (LDP) A start up company registered in October 2022. 

Sunnica stated LDP was owned by;

Bafi Genki SL registered in October 2019

Los Leandros Solares S.L. registered February 2007 (No financial history supplied)

Cecu Solar S.L. registered July 2006 (No financial history supplied)

17 Andersens statements consist of approx. 6 pages for each company with no mention of what Sunnica owes Jigg FM UK Ltd as per the above statement by Deloitte.

18 Despite requests made to Sunnica Ltd via the Planning Inspectorate in February 2023 no further financial information and historical accounts on these 4 Spanish companies has ever been produced.

19 Therefore as no Directors Financial Statements are available for the 4 Spanish registered companies there is no written documentary evidence that LDP will fund Sunnica.

20 All the above comments together with fact no Viability Statement has been made available or updating on capital cost are all covered in my letter to the SoS dated 26th June 2023.

21 Similarly my letter to the SoS dated 11th September 2023 in which I draw attention to the fact Sunnica Ltd is trading as a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) has not brought any confirmation from Sunnica Ltd on its legal trading status.

22 Sunnica estimates the cost re Compulsory Acquisition at £32million. There is no evidence that has been produced which is backed by Directors confirmation, up to date financials or historical information, on how this money will be paid and from what source.

23 I read from another NSIP applicants Funding Statement that the 2019 guidance (in respect of the funding statement) states as follows; sources of funding, the acquiring authority should provide substantive information as to  the source of funding available for both acquiring the land and implementing the scheme for which the land is required.                                                      

 If the scheme is not intended to be independently financially viable, or that the details cannot be finalised until there is certainty that the necessary land will be required, the acquiring authority should provide an indication of how any potential shortfalls are intended to be met. This should include:



· the degree to which other bodies (including the private sector) have agreed to make financial contributions or underwrite the scheme: and



· the basis on which the contributions or underwriting is to be made.



24 It is considered Sunnica has failed to deliver within the above terms of the 2019 guidance.

25 The applicant states its funding will be off balance sheet. If it intends to go to the market then the comments made by Michael Mills ref REP8-054 become very relevant.

26 There is one further very important topic missing from the Sunnica Funding Statement which is the Insurance details for the proposed development.

APPENDIX (A) 

27 What company, if any, will take on such a risk in the Insurance market? Without an appropriate Insurance Policy in place the development if consented could not commence.

28 In 2023 Allianz Commercial wrote a paper on the Lithium-ion battery emerging risk quoting not only BESS risks but any type of lithium battery used in any other commercial sphere.

29 In 2019 an article was written by Richard Bellfield an investigative journalist on the Cleve Hill NSIP proposal.

 This article mentions an already sceptical market having to issue multi billion pound policies covering both major pollution and an open-ended health hazard.

The cost of such policies will be immense and may well make the entire Sunnica project unprofitable.

If the SoS were to grant the DCO it would have to define what sort of insurance policy is required. At the moment Sunnica have not issued any information on their insurance plans.

The potential risks of the Sunnica proposal are huge: multiple deaths, life time injury, damage to homes, factories, commercial premises, the land, the waterways as well as mass evacuation, pollution and clean up.The numbers quickly escalate into billions. The insurance would have to be standalone, with the premium guaranteed for the lifetime of the project, in the Sunnica case 40 years, whoever owns it

APPENDIX( B) Comments on 4 UK company’s 2023 financial accounts

30 SUNNICA LTD

Unexplained stock for a company that is not yet trading has risen £5,347,591 to a high of £12,378,716.                                                                                                                         Cont.

Shareholders deficit increase to £633740.

Creditors amounts falling due within 1 year stands at £13,359,072.

There is no evidence anywhere with ref to the amount owed to Jigg FM UK Ltd and due for repayment in September 2023.

The controlling party states the immediate parent is Jigg FM UK Ltd, the ultimate parent changed 15th December 2022 to Sumando Ltd, the ultimate controlling parties are Cecu Solar SL and Los Leandros SL both registered in Spain.

The director Matthew Hazell reports under (Going Concern item 3) that the company has the support of the parent company but does not state if that refers to Jigg FM UK ltd or Sumando Ltd.

However there is no evidence in writing from any UK registered company or any of the 4 Spanish registered companies that financial support will be available to Sunnica Ltd or the amount and from which source.

31 JIGG FM UK Ltd

Shareholders deficit of £105,235.

Going concern note 3 Matthew Hazell says will depend on group support.

Controlling Parties states immediate parent is Padero Solaer Ltd. Ultimate parent from 15th December 2022 is Sumando ltd. Ultimate controlling party is Cecu Solar SL and Los Leandros Solares SL.

32 PADERO SOLAER LTS T/A PS RENEWABLES.

Shareholders funds of £2,274,257.

Controlling party the ultimate parent is Sumando Ltd, ultimate controlling party is Cecu Solar SL and Los Leandros Solares SL.

Companies House files show that on the 27th June 2023 Padero Solaer Ltd T/A PS Renewables had a charge registered at Companies House between itself as seller, to Orsted Onshore UK ltd as buyer, as to the entire issued capital in One Earth 740 SPV Ltd. This company relates to a solar farm, a NSIP, which is being co-developed with Orsted.

Here we have a company within the Sunnica Corporate structure Funding Statement co developing another solar farm with Orsted who was responsible in September 2020 for the fire and explosion at their Carnegie Road Liverpool BESS site. The true cause for that fire has never been established.



33 SOLAER UK LTD

Firstly the accounts are marked as Filleted Financial Statements.

[bookmark: _GoBack]I read that Filleted financial statements are financial statements that have undergone a process of modification or reduction before being filed with Companies House. The purpose of filleting is to remove certain information or disclosures that are not required to be publicly available. 

Filleted accounts are the full financial statements, but without the directors report, profit and loss account and any notes related to the profit and loss account.                                              Cont

Shareholders funds are £2,621,394

No 12 controlling party. States from November 17th 2022, the ultimate parent company changed from Solaer Holdings SL to Los Dalton DE Pozoseco SL Both companies are incorporated in Spain.

From November 17th 2022, no one party has ultimate control.

34 SUMANDO LTD.

This UK registered company was incorporated on the 26th September 2022 with a share capital of £100. No financial accounts available.                                                                                  

The shareholders are;

Los Leandros Solares SL 50 shares

Cecu Solar SL 50 shares.

35 SUMMARY OF FINANCIALS

It has to be remembered that the accounts for the 4 UK companies for FYE 30th April 2022 were not made available to the Planning Inspectors during the 6 month examination period which ended 28th March 2023.

They were due at Companies House by 31st January 2023 and were delayed by Sunnica Ltd until 30th April 2023 under companies house Covid Rules.

Since Funding statement No 3 was produced to the ExA in March 2023 Appendix (B) confirms a number of changes in controlling parties in each of the 4 Companies with one company now producing Filleted accounts.

Furthermore any Spanish controlling party has not produced with, F/S No 3, full audited accounts and directors financial statements as per the report by Michael Mills ref (REP8-054).

It is now more difficult to ascertain just where the £32million will come from to meet compulsory acquisition costs.

36 At the time I submitted my letter of the 26th June 2023 to the SoS it was Grant Shapps holding that position.

On the 31st August 2023 he was replaced by the Rt Hon Claire Coutinho M.P. Her CV notes that her career included time with the Investment Bank Merrill Lynch and the Accounting firm KPMG.

I would appreciate the new SoS reading this report together with that of Michael Mills REP8-054.

Yours faithfully



Alan B Smith





















   









































































































































































                                                         DEPT FOR ENERGY SECURITY AND NET ZERO. 

 

From Alan B Smith Worlington IP ref 20030110. 

Date 12th February 2024 

Ref Funding Statement EN 010106 Sunnica Ltd 

For the Attention of John Wheadon Head of Energy Infrastructure Planning Delivery Dept for Energy 
Security and Net Zero. 

Dear Sir 

INTRODUCTION 

1 In my Written Representation dated 13th October 2022 I reserved the right to update the Secretary 
of State on any matters arising. 

2 As the date for the decision on Sunnica has been extended from the 28th September 2023 to 
March 7th 2024 it means that a further set of audited accounts has been submitted to Companies 
House for Sunnica Ltd Company number 08826077 and its 3 other UK registered companies namely; 

3 Jigg Fm UK Ltd, Padero Solaer Ltd T/A PS Renewables and Solaer UK Ltd. 

4 I refer to those accounts dated 30th April 2023 which were published at Companies House today 
and attach a PDF for each company. 

5 APPENDIX (B) Provides my brief notes on each of the 4 UK companies in the Funding Statement 
Organogram.  

6 I am certain that the Planning Inspectorate Examiners in making their recommendation to the SoS 
on the 28th June 2023 would have made comment on the funding statements of Sunnica Ltd, its 3 
other UK registered companies and 4 Spanish registered companies which are all part of the F/S 
organogram. All 3 Funding Statements were flawed documents as I had stated to the ExA in the 6 
month examination period. 

7 In addition I had made submissions to the PI which included a very critical report by my financial 
analyst, Michael Mills, dated 10th March 2023 under ref REP8-054. 

8 The main problem with the Applicant and its Funding Statements has been lack of transparency. 
Sunnica elected to not produce any audited accounts or financial information for Sunnica Ltd and its 
connected UK companies namely, Jigg FM UK Ltd, Solaer UK Ltd and Padero Solaer Ltd trading as PS 
Renewables at the time the application was made in 2019. 

9 It was myself and my Accountants Findlay Wetherfield and Scott that brought all this information 
to the notice of the Planning Inspectorate examiners in March 2022. 

10 In addition there was a change of backer in November 2022 from Solaer Holding SL and its 
auditors Deloitte.  

11 Deloitte produced audited accounts for the year to 31st December 2020 (Some 70 pages), 
together with a Consolidated Directors report. In that report the directors of Solaer Holding S.L. and 
Subsidiaries quote the Sunnica development in the UK where construction in the UK will commence 



with 20MW in 2021, 50MW in 2022 and 100MW in 2023. With hindsight these dates were wildly 
optimistic.                                                                                                                                                

12. There are comments by Deloitte on page 49 as follows; 

On 18th September 2018, Jigg Fm UK Ltd granted a credit account for a maximum sum of £2million to 
the related company Sunnica Ltd, of which £2.5 million has been drawn down at 31st December 2020. 
From that date, the principal and interest accrued (interest rate of 4% must be repaid in full to Jigg 
FM UK Ltd within 5 years. During this period of time, the Sunnica project will execute the 
development phase and be ready to start construction. 

13 The above statement means by 18th September 2023 that credit has to be repaid. The date is 
outside the April 30th 2023 audited accounts published today. 

14 With the SoS decision not yet known and the heavy deficit in the Sunnica balance sheet it is 
difficult to see how this debt can be repaid. Once again optimistic forecasts were made on the 
proposed start date. 

15 In early 2023 Sunnica Ltd produced figures for the new backer LDP which Mr Mills comments on 
in his report ( REP8-054) to the planning Inspectorate.  

16 Sunnica produced financial statements prepared by Andersen and dated purely December 2022, 
for 4 Spanish companies. They were not audited accounts and were undated. The new financial 
backer was Los Dalton de Pozoseco S.L. (LDP) A start up company registered in October 2022.  

Sunnica stated LDP was owned by; 

Bafi Genki SL registered in October 2019 

Los Leandros Solares S.L. registered February 2007 (No financial history supplied) 

Cecu Solar S.L. registered July 2006 (No financial history supplied) 

17 Andersens statements consist of approx. 6 pages for each company with no mention of what 
Sunnica owes Jigg FM UK Ltd as per the above statement by Deloitte. 

18 Despite requests made to Sunnica Ltd via the Planning Inspectorate in February 2023 no further 
financial information and historical accounts on these 4 Spanish companies has ever been produced. 

19 Therefore as no Directors Financial Statements are available for the 4 Spanish registered 
companies there is no written documentary evidence that LDP will fund Sunnica. 

20 All the above comments together with fact no Viability Statement has been made available or 
updating on capital cost are all covered in my letter to the SoS dated 26th June 2023. 

21 Similarly my letter to the SoS dated 11th September 2023 in which I draw attention to the fact 
Sunnica Ltd is trading as a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) has not brought any confirmation from 
Sunnica Ltd on its legal trading status. 

22 Sunnica estimates the cost re Compulsory Acquisition at £32million. There is no evidence that has 
been produced which is backed by Directors confirmation, up to date financials or historical 
information, on how this money will be paid and from what source. 

23 I read from another NSIP applicants Funding Statement that the 2019 guidance (in respect of the 
funding statement) states as follows; sources of funding, the acquiring authority should provide 



substantive information as to  the source of funding available for both acquiring the land and 
implementing the scheme for which the land is required.                                                       

 If the scheme is not intended to be independently financially viable, or that the details cannot be 
finalised until there is certainty that the necessary land will be required, the acquiring authority 
should provide an indication of how any potential shortfalls are intended to be met. This should 
include: 

 
• the degree to which other bodies (including the private sector) have agreed to make 

financial contributions or underwrite the scheme: and 
 

• the basis on which the contributions or underwriting is to be made. 
 

24 It is considered Sunnica has failed to deliver within the above terms of the 2019 guidance. 

25 The applicant states its funding will be off balance sheet. If it intends to go to the market then the 
comments made by Michael Mills ref REP8-054 become very relevant. 

26 There is one further very important topic missing from the Sunnica Funding Statement which is 
the Insurance details for the proposed development. 

APPENDIX (A)  

27 What company, if any, will take on such a risk in the Insurance market? Without an appropriate 
Insurance Policy in place the development if consented could not commence. 

28 In 2023 Allianz Commercial wrote a paper on the Lithium-ion battery emerging risk quoting not 
only BESS risks but any type of lithium battery used in any other commercial sphere. 

29 In 2019 an article was written by Richard Bellfield an investigative journalist on the Cleve Hill NSIP 
proposal. 

 This article mentions an already sceptical market having to issue multi billion pound policies covering 
both major pollution and an open-ended health hazard. 

The cost of such policies will be immense and may well make the entire Sunnica project unprofitable. 

If the SoS were to grant the DCO it would have to define what sort of insurance policy is required. At 
the moment Sunnica have not issued any information on their insurance plans. 

The potential risks of the Sunnica proposal are huge: multiple deaths, life time injury, damage to 
homes, factories, commercial premises, the land, the waterways as well as mass evacuation, 
pollution and clean up.The numbers quickly escalate into billions. The insurance would have to be 
standalone, with the premium guaranteed for the lifetime of the project, in the Sunnica case 40 
years, whoever owns it 

APPENDIX( B) Comments on 4 UK company’s 2023 financial accounts 

30 SUNNICA LTD 

Unexplained stock for a company that is not yet trading has risen £5,347,591 to a high of 
£12,378,716.                                                                                                                         Cont. 



Shareholders deficit increase to £633740. 

Creditors amounts falling due within 1 year stands at £13,359,072. 

There is no evidence anywhere with ref to the amount owed to Jigg FM UK Ltd and due for 
repayment in September 2023. 

The controlling party states the immediate parent is Jigg FM UK Ltd, the ultimate parent changed 
15th December 2022 to Sumando Ltd, the ultimate controlling parties are Cecu Solar SL and Los 
Leandros SL both registered in Spain. 

The director Matthew Hazell reports under (Going Concern item 3) that the company has the 
support of the parent company but does not state if that refers to Jigg FM UK ltd or Sumando Ltd. 

However there is no evidence in writing from any UK registered company or any of the 4 Spanish 
registered companies that financial support will be available to Sunnica Ltd or the amount and from 
which source. 

31 JIGG FM UK Ltd 

Shareholders deficit of £105,235. 

Going concern note 3 Matthew Hazell says will depend on group support. 

Controlling Parties states immediate parent is Padero Solaer Ltd. Ultimate parent from 15th 
December 2022 is Sumando ltd. Ultimate controlling party is Cecu Solar SL and Los Leandros Solares 
SL. 

32 PADERO SOLAER LTS T/A PS RENEWABLES. 

Shareholders funds of £2,274,257. 

Controlling party the ultimate parent is Sumando Ltd, ultimate controlling party is Cecu Solar SL and 
Los Leandros Solares SL. 

Companies House files show that on the 27th June 2023 Padero Solaer Ltd T/A PS Renewables had a 
charge registered at Companies House between itself as seller, to Orsted Onshore UK ltd as buyer, as 
to the entire issued capital in One Earth 740 SPV Ltd. This company relates to a solar farm, a NSIP, 
which is being co-developed with Orsted. 

Here we have a company within the Sunnica Corporate structure Funding Statement co developing 
another solar farm with Orsted who was responsible in September 2020 for the fire and explosion at 
their Carnegie Road Liverpool BESS site. The true cause for that fire has never been established. 

 

33 SOLAER UK LTD 

Firstly the accounts are marked as Filleted Financial Statements. 

I read that Filleted financial statements are financial statements that have undergone a process of 
modification or reduction before being filed with Companies House. The purpose of filleting is to 
remove certain information or disclosures that are not required to be publicly available.  

Filleted accounts are the full financial statements, but without the directors report, profit and loss 
account and any notes related to the profit and loss account.                                              Cont 



Shareholders funds are £2,621,394 

No 12 controlling party. States from November 17th 2022, the ultimate parent company changed 
from Solaer Holdings SL to Los Dalton DE Pozoseco SL Both companies are incorporated in Spain. 

From November 17th 2022, no one party has ultimate control. 

34 SUMANDO LTD. 

This UK registered company was incorporated on the 26th September 2022 with a share capital of 
£100. No financial accounts available.                                                                                   

The shareholders are; 

Los Leandros Solares SL 50 shares 

Cecu Solar SL 50 shares. 

35 SUMMARY OF FINANCIALS 

It has to be remembered that the accounts for the 4 UK companies for FYE 30th April 2022 were not 
made available to the Planning Inspectors during the 6 month examination period which ended 28th 
March 2023. 

They were due at Companies House by 31st January 2023 and were delayed by Sunnica Ltd until 30th 
April 2023 under companies house Covid Rules. 

Since Funding statement No 3 was produced to the ExA in March 2023 Appendix (B) confirms a 
number of changes in controlling parties in each of the 4 Companies with one company now 
producing Filleted accounts. 

Furthermore any Spanish controlling party has not produced with, F/S No 3, full audited accounts 
and directors financial statements as per the report by Michael Mills ref (REP8-054). 

It is now more difficult to ascertain just where the £32million will come from to meet compulsory 
acquisition costs. 

36 At the time I submitted my letter of the 26th June 2023 to the SoS it was Grant Shapps holding 
that position. 

On the 31st August 2023 he was replaced by the Rt Hon Claire Coutinho M.P. Her CV notes that her 
career included time with the Investment Bank Merrill Lynch and the Accounting firm KPMG. 

I would appreciate the new SoS reading this report together with that of Michael Mills REP8-054. 

Yours faithfully 

 

Alan B Smith 
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